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ABSTRACT

With the advent of Twitter and the ability to collect large
datasets from this technology, researchers have the opportu-
nity to analyze political participation in cross-national elec-
toral contexts. This paper capitalizes on this capability to
examine political polarization and citizen engagement dur-
ing the US and French presidential campaigns. We use the
Twitter Gardenhose collection to filter tweets based on key-
words around a 50-day window, from March 19, 2012 to May
8, 2012 for the French election and September 19, 2012 to
November 8, 2012 for the US Election, particularly focusing
on on engagement during the US and French presidential
debates on October 3, 2012 and May 2, 2012, respectively.
From these data, we constructed partisan alignments based
on hashtag usage and retweet networks. We found evidence
of more stark political polarization in the French case, while
the US case demonstrated less partisan division. This study
elaborates commonalities and contrasts in the use of a major
social medium by citizens in contexts that differ in political
culture and language but feature similar ideological divides,
electoral politics, and campaign contexts. We conclude by
discussing the implications of computational social science
and“big data” in communications, comparative politics, and
political sociology.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.5.3 [Information interfaces and presentation]: Group
and Organization Interfaces—Collaborative computing
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Networked politics
A topic of great interest within political communication

research has been the question of “networked politics” âĂŞ
how social networks enable forms of political exchange and
engagement, and what is happening as our society’s com-
munication system is increasingly defined by, and consti-
tuted in, digital and social media. The consequences of this
shift has implications for the subfields of political commu-
nication, information science, and computer science, each of
which bring particular perspectives and concerns to these
questions.

Political communication asks whether networked politics
in a digital age are likely to display increased fragmentation
and polarization alongside gains in interaction and participa-
tion. Evidence of political polarization has been observed in
a number of the developed nations – particularly the United
States [1, 17]. This political polarization parallels the frag-
mentation of the broadcast media, the availability of explic-
itly partisan media in the US and beyond, and the corre-
sponding move toward customization of media experiences
[15, 18].

Although early conceptualizations of networked politics
imagined a displacement/replacement of the broadcast me-
dia system as computers and mobile devices dispersed, more
recent notions have revised this idea. People are not giving
up one screen in favor of another, but instead are consum-
ing television while interacting on Facebook and Twitter.
Laptops, iPads, etc., are becoming a “second screen” along-
side broadcast media, and are allowing for another type of
engagement with its content [19]. The Pew Research Cen-
ter estimates that nearly 11% of Americans watched the
first US presidential debate with a second screen [14]. Some



communication scholars have called these views the “view-
ertariat”: “viewers who use online publishing platforms and
social tools to interpret, publicly comment on, and debate a
television broadcast while they are watching it” [2, p. 441].
The second screen allows a media consumer to interact with
broadcast content and their social network in deeper ways.
These interactions also provide an opportunity to examine
how citizens react to political events, projecting political
alignments through language and labels.
Social media embody the characteristics and possibilities

of digitally networked communication. And it is becoming
evident that social media platforms such as Facebook, Twit-
ter, and YouTube are playing increasingly potent roles in po-
litical events, both as providers of information, coordination
mechanisms, and sites of political expression. This has been
demonstrated in both formal electoral contexts [21, 7] and
contexts of non-electoral movements and mobilizations [e.g.
8, 20], leading some scholars to anticipate profound changes
in the nature of political learning and activism [3, 4].
The analyses that have come out of information and com-

puter sciences have focused on Twitter as a meaningful tool
for political actors to connect with and influence citizens, as
well as for citizens to connect with one another and form
political alignments, especially in electoral contexts [21, 7].
Recent analyses have shown that Twitter can be used to
gauge political polarization [6], public mood and opinion
[5, 13], the mapping of relations among candidates and fol-
lowers [9], and, most relevant for the current study, track
the semantic structure and content of political media events
[16]. These technologies allow elites to connect with and in-
fluence citizens, and give citizens a place to form and express
partisan alignments. They may also allow a space in which
those who hold differing issue positions to engage with each
other [23].
These technologies provide a framework for researcher to

assess how elites connect with and influence citizens, and
how citizens form and express partisan alignments. It is
possible to do so by assessing expression and mapping net-
work ties, thereby inferring these elements from the content
of messages and network structure of connections.
Using these methods, we are able look closely within two

seemingly parallel “second screen” political events: The US
and French presidential debates on October 3, 2012 and May
2, 2012, respectively. Our analysis allows us to explore two
questions: In In digital media, to what extent can a national
conversation still exist? Or, to what extent are partisans
secluded within their own echo chambers?

1.2 Comparing France and the US
The French and US elections, specifically their debates,

present a good opportunity to explore some of these ques-
tions in a transnational context, in terms of similarity be-
tween political systems and technological penetration. Both
presidential systems lead inevitably to a strong personaliza-
tion of political attitudes. There is a great persistence and
significance of the “left-right cleavage” in both polities, sus-
tained by the mode of elections. Campaigns are both very
polarized, partially conditioned by the behavior of incum-
bents while in office.
From a technological perspective, both of the polities have

a high penetration of social media; in Twitter usage per
capita, the US ranks 1st worldwide, while France is 7th.
They are also similar television and debate cultures. De-

(a) US

(b) France

Figure 1: 50-day plots for each country

bates are the central moments of the campaign broadcast
nation wide with a broad audience. It is estimated that 67
million people (about 21% of the population) watched the
first 2012 presidential debate on cable television in the US,
while 20 million (about 31% of the population) watched the
single 2012 debate in France.

2. DATA COLLECTION
We maintain a continuing collection of data on the Twit-

ter Gardenhose, beginning in February 2012. The Garden-
hose represents a 10% sample of all of Twitter across the
globe, according to the Twitter API1. The resulting dataset
accounts for anywhere from 20-40 million tweets a day.

From this dataset, we drew posts based on keywords around
a 50-day window before each election, from March 19, 2012
to May 8, 2012 for the French election and September 19,
2012 to November 8, 2012 for the US Election. In the US
case, we focused on tweets that contained the names of
prominent presidential candidates from the two major par-
ties but also the smaller parties. We performed queries based
on candidate’s full name or last name, depending on whether
we believed whether the name would include more noise
than signal (e.g. querying for “paul ryan” instead of just
“ryan”). In the French case, we included all candidates who
ran in the first round, querying only by last name. Based
on these queries, Figure 1 displays only the volume of the
most highly visibly keywords. In the US case, those words
are “obama”, “biden”, “paul ryan”, and “romney”, reflecting
the Democratic and Republican presidential and vice pres-

1https://dev.twitter.com/docs/streaming-apis

https://dev.twitter.com/docs/streaming-apis


idential candidates. In the French case, the top terms are
“hollande”, “sarkozy”, “le pen”, and “bayrou”. Hollande and
Sarkozy were the most popular candidates, both of whom
advanced to the second round of the election. François Hol-
lande represents the center-left Socialist Party (Parti so-
cialiste), while Nicolas Sarkozy represents the center-right
Union for a Popular Movement (Union pour un mouvement
populaire). We included Marie Le Pen of the nationalist
National Front (Front national) and François Bayrou of the
centrist Democratic Movement (Mouvement démocrate).
What we see from our bird’s eye view during the cam-

paigns is that Twitter activity is closely mapped to elections
and debates. We see massive numbers of messages during
debates, orders of magnitude more than during a typical day
during the campaign. The four peaks prior to November 7
in the US plot (1a) all correspond to days of presidential
debates, with the fourth being the vice presidential debate.
Similarly, in the French case (1b), the peak on May 2 corre-
sponds to the presidential debate before the election several
days later. This suggests strong support for the notion of
the “second screen” – the devices being used to monitor and
product Twitter messages are not displacing the broadcasts
of the debates, but instead giving viewers the opportunity
to add their own views to what is in fact a national conver-
sation. Social media users get a chance to express, dissect,
correct, spin and joke about what is going on in the broad-
cast event. Notably, this is a synchronous conversation –
a rare moment in which nations do, in fact, come together
to consider candidates in the election. It is difficult to say
to what extent the conversation is truly deliberative, and
there is no way to measure the extent to which it is repre-
sentative. But this certainly suggests that these moments of
intense activity warrant further analysis.

3. ANALYSIS
In this analysis, we drill down into these periods of in-

tense discussion and national conversation. We focus on the
first US presidential debate, which took place on October 3,
2012, from 9-10:30 PM EST, and the only French presiden-
tial debate, which occurred on May 2, from 9 PM-12 AM
Central European Summer Time (CEST). We analyzed the
period of the debate, plus a 2-hour period before and after
it in order to compare the conversation beforehand, during,
and after the debates. Given prior work on social media be-
havior during debates [2], we expect to see the before and
after periods to exhibit very different dynamics: before the
debate very few people will be paying attention to national
politics, while after people will keep on speaking about the
debate, to give their reactions.
We use two strategies to characterize the national con-

versations around elections. In the first, we suggest that
counts of candidate mentions can be considered a “share of
voice” measure for each candidate during the debate.“Share
of voice” denotes simple mentions of each candidate, with-
out coding for any valence or contextual elements of the
candidate mention. While this may be a crude measure,
previous studies of Twitter and elections suggest that sheer
numbers of mentions of a particular candidate correlate with
electoral victory [21, 7] (although see [11]). Second, we use
network maps and statistics to explore the retweet networks
during these periods, and analyze polarization within those
networks by classifying users according to which candidate
they support through their hashtag usage.

(a) US

(b) French

Figure 2: Debate-centered “share of voice”.

3.1 “Share of voice”
The plots in figure 2 are minute-by-minute scatter plots

with LOESS-smoothed trend lines superimposed represent-
ing mentions of each candidate during the debate. The dot-
ted vertical lines are the times when the debate started and
ended. In the US graph (2a) mentions of candidates are
low before the debate but rise once the debate begins. The
counts for Obama and Romney are close, but Romney ends
up receiving more mentions overall. Share of voice stays
somewhat high after the debate, which may denote a con-
tinual conversation and citizen-centric spin and expression.
In the French graph (2b), the rise of mentions is consistent
to what we see in the US case. Throughout, mentions of
Hollande are higher than Sarkozy. However, compared to
the US case, mentions fall off much more quickly. While
this may indicate less post-debate conversation, it also may
be a consequence of the fact that the debate in Paris ended
close to midnight.

What’s significant in both cases is that there was a greater
share of voice to the “winning” candidate. By “winning”
candidate, we mean the candidate which press and polls had
indicated who won the debate. We see three phases of the
debate: (1) intermittent discussion before the start – we
see this more in the French case; (2) heightened discussion
during the debate. The points are jagged because people are
responding to particular events within the debate; (3) Lastly
we see a return to equity post-debate, but that this is a bit
slower in the US, meaning there may be a more enduring
conversation in the US although the length and time of the
French debate may have played a factor in this.



Period Vtot Etot VLC ELC

US Before 134029 4365 383 389
During 456297 373960 243447 292357
After 572031 165266 102332 111986

France Before 18552 1647 661 677
During 31088 29261 17595 25608
After 32426 3119 1805 1948

Table 1: Network statistics

3.2 Networks
In these graphs we can see the structure of the network

and the expression of political preference for the Twitter
users engaged in the conversation during the debate. The
networks were generated from retweeting behavior of users
which we picked up by filtering on candidates’ names. Users
who were retweeted more often are represented by larger cir-
cles. These graphs denote only the largest connected compo-
nent of these networks. We focus here on the largest compo-
nent because we assume that this is the core of where major
conversations are occurring.
To obtain a metric for polarization and fragmentation,

we attempted to classify candidates according to political
alignment. In the US case, no single hashtag stood out as
definitely pro-Obama or Romney. Therefore, we used a sum-
mation of three hashtags for each candidate: #teamobama,
#obama2012, and #voteobama; #teamromney, #romney2012,
and #cantafford4more. If the user used more hashtags for
one candidate than the other, we classified that user as a sup-
porter of that candidate. In the French network, the most
popular hashtags in the dataset were explicitly partisan. We
assigned users candidate support based on whether the user
tweeted more of either of two hashtags - #avecsarkozy and
#votehollande.
Before both debates, networks for both debates were sparse.

During the debate, however, volume exploded and the net-
works became incredibly dense. In the US case, the net-
work (3b) appears to be throughout dense but it isn’t clear
that there are any clear patterns of clustering by political
alignment or candidate support. There may be smaller con-
versations occurring that are not focused on expressing par-
tisan support. However, in the French case, the network
(4b) is clearly polarized in support of either Hollande or
Sarkozy. After the US debate, the networks remain popu-
lated and dense, and, to a degree, somewhat more partisan.
The French post-debate is much more sparse, however. The
network dynamics reflect the “share of voice” figures and the
stages of the debate.
Table 1 displays the network statistics for all of these net-

works. Vtot and Etot denote vertices and edges in the total
network, respectively, while VLC and ELC denote those in
the largest connected component. In the US case, there’s a
huge growth of vertices in the graph from before to during
the debate. Focusing on the largest component, it goes from
around 300 to closer to 300,000. After the debate, it crawls
down 100,000. However, there are still around 600,000 users
in the greater conversation that are not connected to the
largest component. Etot declines to nearly half of what it
was during the debate.
We see similar dynamic during the French debate. The

largest component goes from 66 to nearly 18 thousand dur-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: US retweet networks: before, during, and after the
debate. Blue represents Obama supporters and red Romney
supporters.



(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: French retweet networks: before, during, and after
the debate. Blue represents Sarkozy supporters and pink
Hollande supporters.

Obama Romney
Before 2.09% 24.54%
During 5.95% 2.33%
After 12.29% 2.68%

Hollande Sarkozy
Before 36.46% 37.67%
During 23.71% 16.55%
After 34.74% 16.45%

Table 2: Polarization statistics within largest component in
the retweet network

ing the debate. However, this number falls back down to
1,805 after the debate, making the post-debate retweet net-
work much sparser than the US network.

Table 2 reports percentages of people in the largest net-
work component expressing partisan alignment. We see that
before the US debate, nearly a quarter of users express sup-
port for Romney while only two percent express support for
Obama. During the debate, less than 10% of users express
support for either candidate. But after the debate, nearly
12% of users express support for Obama. The French case
is a stark contrast. Nearly 40% of users express support for
either of the candidates, meaning that nearly three-fourths
(74.13%) of the network is composed of partisans. Dur-
ing the debate, support for candidates is still comparatively
high (40.26% in total). Lastly, after the debate, expressions
of support for Hollande rises and in total, expressions of
support rise to a majority of users (51.19%).

4. CONCLUSIONS
This article presents a computational approach to parti-

sanship and polarization in the the US and French presi-
dential elections. We make claims about political behavior,
partisan alignment, and citizen engagement by looking at
both Twitter content and networks. We chose to focus our
analysis on presidential debates, given the central place they
occupy in both the US and French presidential elections and
campaigns. Debates are moments of national conversation,
and are major broadcast events with which individuals par-
ticipate through new media tools. The implication is that
networked politics is not enacted solely with new media tools
but in interaction with broadcast media events.

In this preliminary analysis, we revealed many common-
alities between the Twitter discussion surrounding the US
and French debates. We see strong support that users are
engaging with the “second screen” during debates. We also
see that the “winning” politician is the one who gets greater
“share of voice.” While this is a blunt measure, it seems to
accord at least with the literature on Twitter and elections.
We also see that the dynamics of debate follow a relatively
stable pattern, with conversation increasing greatly during
the debate and then declining afterwards.

However, there are some significant departures between
the two cases. We see a relatively more partisan hashtag
and retweet network within the French case compared to
the US case. We also see a continuing conversation post-
debate in the US, while the French conversation drops off
significantly. This may indicate that Twitter users in the US
are more likely to engage in other types of conversations sur-
rounding the debate that have little to do with expressions of



support, while in France this is the primary organizing prin-
ciple of discussion. It may also indicate that only when the
debate has finished do the US partisans express their sup-
port, although this may be an artifact of particular tactics of
the candidates themselves (e.g. after the debate, @Barack-
Obama sent a tweet saying “RT if you’re on #TeamObama
tonight”2, which has received over 86 thousand retweets).
Methodologically, there are two concerns with the current

study. The first is time of day. The French post-debate ac-
tivity is much lower compared to the US, but this may be be-
cause the French debate ended at midnight on a weeknight.
It may be a simple matter of user fatigue. The second issue
is the construction of the retweet networks. The inferences
from these data should be made with caution, given that
the original data is already a sample from the full Twitter
stream, which has been shown questionable validity for stan-
dard network measures [12], and that we are reducing the
data further by filtering only on candidate names.
Despite these methodological concerns, we are confident

that computational approaches can tell us much more about
how debates fit into elections, campaigns, and national con-
versations. Our future work will expand in focus and in
methods. First, we are interested in understand how Twit-
ter dynamics play out across the whole campaign cycle, not
only just during debates. How do opinions shift across time?
How do they interact with broadcast media events – not only
debates but also more common horserace activities like barn-
storming and speeches? Additionally, the comparative case
allows us to understand how this plays out across different
national political systems.
In terms of method, we are only scratching the surface in

terms of the kind of analysis that can be brought to bear
on these data. Given the sheer amount of textual data, us-
ing machine learning methods to classify not only partisan
alignment but also other types of behaviors would be an
apt strategy. These network data can be also be subjected
to community detection to find not only partisanship but
also the different types of political behavior in which users
are engaged. Both of these methods have been used to de-
tect partisanship within Twitter networks [6]. Using these
methods can also provide insight into other types of political
behavior which are more issue-centric and conversational.
We place this research in the growing trend in the so-

cial sciences which has been called computational social sci-
ence [10], and, more specifically, a data-driven political sci-
ence [22]. While these methods have gained much currency
within computer and informational sciences, they have not
made their way into the canon of political communication
research. However, data is growing, not shrinking, and in
time, these methods will be critical to the interrogation of
modern democratic politics.
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